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The Direct Objects of Perception

In his Problems of Philosophy, Russell introduces “sense-data” for whatever are the objects of perception:

Let us give the name of “sense-data” to the things that are immediately known in sensation:
such things as colours, sounds, smells, hardnesses, roughnesses, and so on. We shall give the
name “sensation” to the experience of being immediately aware of these things. Thus, when-
ever we see a colour, we have a sensation of the colour, but the colour itself is a sense-datum,
not a sensation. The colour is that of which we are immediately aware, and the awareness
itself is the sensation. (Russell : )

Similarly, G.E. Moore characterises his seeing an envelope as his seeing of sense-data:

I saw a patch [fn.: “I am so extending the use of the word ‘patch’ that, e.g., the very small black
dot which I directly apprehend when I see a full-stop, or the small black line which I directly
apprehend when I see a hyphen, are, each of them, in the sense in which I am using the word,
a ‘patch of colour’. ( ).”] of a particular whitish colour, having a certain size, and a certain
shape, a shape with rather sharp angles or corners and bounded by fairly straight lines. These
things: this patch of a whitish colour, and its size and shape I did actually see. And I propose
to call these things, the colour and size and shape, sense-data,[fn.: “I should now make, and
have for many years made, a sharp distinction between what I have called the ‘patch’, on the
one hand, and the colour, size and shape, of which it is, on the other; and should call, and
have called, only the patch, not its colour, size or shape, a ‘sense-datum’. ( ).”], things given
or presented by the senses – given, in this case, by my sense of sight. (Moore : )

The sensation – seeing, in this case – is a datable mental event:

…when I see this whitish colour, I am directly apprehending this whitish colour: my seeing of
it, as a mental act, an act of consciousness, just consists in my direct apprehension of it; – so
too when I hear a sound, I directly apprehend the sound; when I feel a tooth-ache I directly
apprehend the ache: and all these things – the whitish colour, the sound and the ache are
sense-data. (Moore : )

Logically proper names

The MRTJ



The De Se and IEM

Some of my suppositions, thoughts, beliefs, wishes, desires, emotions and judgments are not just about me,
but are first-personal in the sense that they are given to me in a way they are given to no-one else (except
perhaps to an omniscient deity). When I judge, eg., that I am in pain, I do not simply predicate a property
of a certain object that happens to be me – I self-ascribe the property, in a way you cannot ascribe that
property to me (though perhaps you can ascribe it in this way to you). What accounts for this difference? In
my talk, I try to make progress on that question by examining just one mental act, judgment, and just one
construal of it, Russell’s so-called ‘multiple-relation theory’ of judgment (MRTJ), in just one of its many
versions.

While Russell ( : ,§ ) maintained that the “ultimate notion of assertion” is “given by the verb”, he
briefly ( – ) held a different theory, according to which a “judgment [is] a relation of a mind to several
objects, one of which is a relation” a: . This so-called ‘multiple-relation theory of judgment’, though
only briefly held and constantly modified in response to almost-fatal criticism, continues to attract much
attention, not in the least because it promises to dispense with ‘objects of belief ’, aka propositions. While
I cannot defend it here from all possible objections, I would like to argue that an apparent problem of the
MRTJ is in fact an asset, making it well equipped to deal with some pecularities of egocentric judgments.

To solve the so-called ‘direction problem’ (Griffin : ) raised by Stout ( ), ie. to distinguish “a judges
that bRc” from “a judges that cRb” (for non-symmetric R), Russell (as quoted in Stout ( : )) contends
that only the judgment relation is directed, while the subordinate relation R occurs as a term. As it is thus
only the direction of the judgment relation which distinguishes (and constitutes) the two ‘contents’ bRc
and cRb, the judgment relation must itself be in some way ‘given’ to the judger, at least in the minimal
sense that an apprehension of its direction allows her to know which ‘content’ she is judging. Judgement
bestows order on its multiple relata and thus partly determines its own ‘content’. I will argue that it is this

version of the MRTJ, which Russell subsequently modified by the introduction of logical forms, is the
one that accounts best for the ‘sense of mineness’ in egocentric judgments.

En route to this conclusion, I argue that the phenomenon of immunity to error of misidentification forces
us to take the content of egocentric judgments to be incomplete, in a sense to be specified below. Just
incomplete contents, however, will not do the trick – they also have to be judged, ascribed or attributed in
some special way. Postulating a separate type of mental act – self-judgment or self-ascription of incomplete
properties –, however, will not do either: when different people judge that they are hungry, not just the
same content is ascribed, but their judgments also belong to the same type of mental act. The solution to
these problems, I argue, is provided by a modification of Russell’s theory, which takes the universal relatum
of the judgment relation not to be a relation, but rather a structural property of some kind. Such structural
properties aremetaphysically interesting for independent reasons, and the ‘reflexive’ kindmaywell account
for the sense of mineness that makes egocentric judgments, and other first-personal experiences, special.

The phenomenon

While there is some discussion about how best to define the ‘IEM phenomenon’ and whether or not it
motivates, or even justifies, belief in an ego (cf. Peacocke ( : ) for a general criticism of such moves), it
seems generally agreed that in some cases of immunity, the impossibility of a certain kind of error is ‘logical’,
or ‘de jure’ – it is explained by the formal characteristics of the expression used, and has its ground in its
inferential properties. In such cases, the thought goes, it is metaphysically impossible that one misattributes
an experience one correctly characterises descriptively, with respect to its kind, its qualitative character and
its content. While some still postulate a certain type of diaphaneous representation of oneself, the most

. Most authors, following Shoemaker , take it to be a primarily epistemological datum, a peculiarity having to do with “the
kind of doubt that can be raised about a judgment” (Campbell : ).



straightforward explanation of the impossibility of misidentification is that no identification at all is taking
place. When I self-ascribe an experience, I do not predicate, of the experience and of myself, that it is
mine, nor am I part of what the experience represents – I just register the occurrence of the experience
which itself is given to me as mine.

The absence of an identification step of the type of “I = the thinker of this thought” in egocentric judgments
– their representational independence (Peacocke ) – explains, according to Evans ( ) and Wright
( ), why they are immune to this type of error; according to McDowell ( : ), it further explains
why certain types of ‘continuity of consciousness’ do neither involve nor presuppose a “keeping track of
the subject”.

Most importantly, in my view, it explains why the immunity to error through misidentification is a meta-
physical feature of the mental acts in question. I will thus assume in the following that egocentric judg-
ments having identification-free contents is at least part of what explains the IEM phenomenon.

That the contents of egocentric judgments are identification-free has a surprising consequence, which is
not, as far as I see, widely noted in the IEM discussion: because the judger enters into the correctness
conditions of the judgment (minimally in the sense that the judgment cannot be true if the judger does
not exemplify some property), but not into the content, the content of an egocentric judgment that is
IEM cannot be a proposition (at least not in the traditional sense in which such things are supposed to be
autonomously true or false).

Egocentric propositions

This essential incompleteness of the contents of egocentric judgments is not captured by assigning the first-
person judgment a diagonal proposition as its content (Stalnaker : ) , by egocentric belief-states or
reflexive truth-conditions à la Perry (cf. ; for the former, : , : , : for the later
view) , nor by the claim that de se information is somehow specially stored (Perry : , : ).

. The way I am construing the IEM phenomenon makes it different from both the ‘no-split between semantic and speaker’s
reference’ Coliva ( : ) ascribes to Anscombe and her own “real guarantee”, which concerns infallible wh-knowledge of the
semantic referent of “I” ( : ). In construing the IEM phenomenon as having primarily to do with the content of the egocentric
judgment, I also focus on something quite different than what Pryor ( ) discusses (the question whether identification assumptions
figure in my justification for it).

. The distinction Coliva ( : – ) draws between the identification being part of a subject’s own grounds and its being part
of the background presuppositions does not seem to be able to account for this difference, nor does the – quite different – distinction
between being presented to oneself as object and as subject (Coliva : ). I do not see why it should be – metaphysically! –
impossible for someone else to identify themselves as the bearer of my experiences, present themselves as their subject and take this
identification as their own grounds for the misattribution of my experiences.

. I say “at least part” because Pryor ( : ) is right in pointing out that it does not follow from a content being identification-free
that no error of misidentification is possible with respect to it.

. Someone else could believe the same diagonal proposition but be quite differently disposed to act (Perry : ), as long as
believed it in a different way – Stalnaker ( : ) concedes this. This point is also made by Newen ( : – ), though he
mistakenly concludes that “what is lacking is a representation of the immediate way in which I am related to myself while having a
thought de se” ( : ). Postulating such an “ego-mode of presentation”, as Frege does for Dr. Lauben (and Peacocke for everyone
else, cf. : : ), is just a way of re-labelling the problem – and not a happy one, as it is neither a mode in which some thing
is given to us (for we are not acquainted with ourselves, as Hume has noted), nor is it a presentation of anything at all (cf. also Perry

).
. Insofar as such truth-conditions and belief-states are to account for the way something is believed (as Perry ( : ) suggests

and (Perry : ) explicitly endorses), they are “too subjective to represent informational content” (Stalnaker : ): the
commonality between two persons both believing of themselves that they are hungry is not that they believe different propositions in
the same way.



The property theory of egocentric content

Lewis is right that what is judged in egocentric judgments are not propositions, but properties: prop-
erties, that is, that are self-ascribed, rather than just predicated of something. Extending this diagnoses to
all belief-ascriptions, however, is loosing what is specific, and troublesome, about the phenomenon. Even
if we may say that all beliefs are somehow self-locating (or would be self-locating if the multiverse existed),
there is something special about self-ascriptions of properties.

According to (Récanati : ), the content remembered is a personal proposition, a proposition true at
persons, but also a proposition that is automatically self-ascribed if ‘ascribed’ at all:

The first person comes into the picture only a the evaluation state: to assert a personal propo-
sition is to present it as true with respect to oneself and the present time. Since a personal
proposition is a property of person-time pairs, for someone to assert such a proposition is, in
effect, to self-ascribe the property that occurs on the side of the lekton. (Récanati : )

The personal proposition is then stored in the EGO file, together with information not gained in the first
person way.

Gap : Here follows a discussion of the problems the mental files theories has with extracting identity
information from the file system. The common diagnosis of both the problems of the Lewis/Chisholm
property and the Recanati personal proposition theory is that they do not explain the difference between
ascription and self-ascription. This is better in Castañeda’s theory.

Reflexivity as a coordination phenomenon

Mental files appear the most promising model in this respect. Internal identity, the relation of which Pierre
learns that it obtains between the referents of his two hitherto unconnected patterns of using “Paderewski”,
is not “displayed in the profiles” associated with proper names (Perry : ), though it is still represented
by it:

…if the same file card has “is F” on it at one time and “is G” at another, then according to my
files a certain person was F at the earlier time and G at the later time. This is the analogue of
internal identity. (Perry : )

It is a familiar point that inferences relying on co-reference of singular terms are not enthymematic . They
“trade on identity (Campbell , ,

In the case of egocentric perceptual judgments, Recanati shifts this burden to the ‘mode’:

The content is a relativized proposition, true at a person, and the internal mode determines
the person relative to which that relativized content is evaluated: myself. […] What is ar-
ticulated is only the person-relative proposition that one’s legs are crossed. (Récanati :

)

Campbell ( : ) has argued that such psychological sequences are best understood as epiphenomena
of an underlying physiological progression. In the same way the visual system binds together different
pieces of information into a unified representation of a perceptual object by a complex pattern of attention-
directing (Campbell : ),



The MRTJ

TheMRTJ describes an attractive middle position between some higher-order self-attribution of the judge-
ment and the introduction of egocentric modes of presentation of some hyperintensional judgement con-
tent. Contrary to Stout’s criticism that it requires that judgment entails “fixing our attention on our own
minds and on the act of judging or believing” ( : ), only the ordering it effects, not the judgement
relation itself must be transparent to the judger: while I may be unsure whether I really am judging, as
long as I am certain that I am entertaining the thought that bRc rather than the thought that cRb. Neither
does it require the ‘content’ to be hyperintensional. It is perspectival, directed from the point of view of the
judging subject, and ordered relative to it, without thereby entailing that the subject (or a representation of
it) is a part, or a constituent, of the judged content. In first-personal judgments, such perspectivality takes
on a special character.

The standard argument Russell himself advances against the MRTJ is that it does not allow for false judge-
ments ( : ). The general problem, however, only arises on later modifications of the theory which
reinstate Meinongian objectives, modifications brought about by Wittgensteinian scepticism about logical
constants. A more limited version of the objection that “the act of judging itself actually arrange[s] the
term in the way they [are] judged to be arranged” (Griffin : ), confined to special cases where the
‘content’ is egocentric in the sense explained above, is an asset rather than a liability: that such judgments
are shielded from a certain type of reference failure explains their ‘immunity from error through misiden-
tification’. The perspectivality of the content judged is in these cases automatically endorsed as one’s own:
the anaphoric link between (part of) what the judgment is about and the judger makes misidentification
impossible.

The question whether the judging relation itself is external was at the centre of the debate from the very
beginning. Its prominence comes to the fore, e.g., in respective criticisms of Joachim’s The Nature of Truth,
who defended idealism on the grounds that experience is an internal relation, making a difference to its
terms. Both Bradley andRussell/Moore attack this claim from two very different directions. While Bradley
argues that Joachim’s experienced facts are not part of reality and denies that experience is a relation at all,
both Russell ( a: , b: ) and Moore ( : ) attack the claim that experience is an internal
relation and accuse Joachim of confusing the object of the experience with what Moore ( : , :

/ ) called its “consciousness”. In defense, Joachim repeats the main reason he and Bradley have to
accept the axiom of internal relations:

…if the relation really unites, and constitutes one in place of two, the relata thus united are
eo ipso not absolutely independent Simples, but interdependent features of a whole. If, on
the other hand, the relation is really “external,” with the two there is now conjoined a third:
but the two are no more genuinely one in virtue of the added third, than are the contents of a
wastepaper-basked or of Mr. Moore’s pocket. (Joachim : )

. Thus Bradley ( : ) criticises Joachim for neglecting the linguistic character of facts: “Truth has to copy facts, but on the
other side the facts to be copied show already in their nature the work of truth-making. The merely given facts are in other words
the imaginary creatures of false theory. They are manufactured by the mind which abstracts one abstract of the concrete known
whole, and sets this abstracted aspect out by itself as a real thing.” According to Bradley, these facts are itself part of experience – his
monism is thus weakened to the claim that experiences are organic unities, where “object and subject and every possible relation and
term, to be experienced at all, must fall within and depend vitally on […] a felt unity” (Bradley : ).

. In his (unpublished) preface to a second edition of the Principia Ethica, Moore gives seeing as example for an external relation
( : – ). Joachim ( : ) says that “experiencing makes no difference to the facts” is the assumption from which the whole
‘New Philosophy’ of Russell and Moore is derived. This is partially confirmed by the equivalence, argued for by Moore ( a: –

), between the axiom of internal relations and the contention, central to Moore’s ethics, that some subjective (i.e. relational) values
are not intrinsic.

. It is in this context that Russell ( b: – ) appeals to the multiple relation theory of judgment as a means to avoid objective
falsehoods.



The crucial issue is thus precisely whether judging may both be an external relation and order its relata so
as to create a structure within the judged complex.

Gap : Argument that putting structural properties in place of relations within the complex judged to
be true solves the main problems of the MRTJ (either no false propositions or ‘objective falsehoods’, ex-
tendibility to molecular propositions is questionable.

Structural properties as extrinsic non-relational (this is still sketchy)

Distributional properties: properties as a result of the exemplification of which you are qualitatively het-
erogeneous.

Problem : irreducible adverbialism. Connection with truth maker argument for properties; possible reply:
necessity as a way of being true; existent as a way of being.

Problem : no account of change: “It makes no sense to speak of an object changing its distributional
properties. Why? Because what change is on the account being offered is to instantiate (at each moment
of your existence) a non-uniform distributional property. Being red at one time and then orange at some
later time, for example, is to be analysed as instantiating (at all times) the distributional property being
red-then-orange. To speak of an object changing its properties is a loose way of saying something about
the distributional property it has that says how it is across time; it makes no sense to speak of an object
gaining or losing the property that says how it is across time.” (Cameron )

Problem : spurious distinctions. Analogy with relations: both from ⊤⊤ to ⊤⊥ and to ⊥⊤ we have a
difference, but if we do both and get ⊥⊥, we’re back to where we started.

Reflexive relations

Geach ( : , § ) argued that there is a clear and logically important sense in which “Brutus killed
Brutus” and “Cato killed Cato” contain a common predication which they do not share with e.g. “Brutus
killed Caesar” . Suppose, then, we distinguish between “…kills · · ·” and “…kills him- or herself ”. We
would then treat “λx(Rxx)” as expressing a monadic property. As Hochberg ( : ) has argued, this
has its drawbacks: how would we then describe the holding of an asymmetric relation R between a and b?
Not as “R holds between a and b, but not between a and itself ”, because the conjuncts would not assert
that one and the same relation holds between one pair but not between the other. The difficulty, then, is
this: find a semantic difference between the ‘predicative’ parts of “Brutus killed Brutus” and of “Brutus
killed Caesar” without postulating two relations.

While it may be true, as argued by Rumfitt ( : – ), that Evans ( ) successfully showed that we
may treat reflexive pronouns as referential devices, this leaves the metaphysical question about the identity
of reflexive instances of relations with their reflexivizations open. In the discussion about whether “Brutus
kills Brutus” and “Brutus kills himself ” express the same proposition, it is typically assumed that there is no
difference on the ontological level:

…any situation with respect to which it is true that Venus outweighs Venus is one with respect
to which it is also true that Venus is self-outweighing, and vice versa. (Salmon : , fn. )

. Cf. also Geach ( ). Humberstone ( : ) attributes the point to Fitch ( : ). According toWiggins ( : ), “λx(x= a)”
and “λx(x = x)” ascribe two different properties (cf. also Wiggins : – ).

. The quote occurs within a discussion of how Barwise and Perry could respond to Richard’s and Soames’ arguments in favour
of using structured propositions rather than situations for the semantics of propositional attitude ascriptions, but it is clear from the
context that it reflects Salmon’s view (cf. also : ).



We are thus faced with a dilemma: either we think that Brutus’ killing Brutus and Brutus’ killing Caesar
involve the same relation or we do not. In the first case, we cannot account for the fact that the first
relational fact is more similar to Cato’s killing Cato than the second except by postulating another, extra,
relation of self-killing, making the account ontologically profligate and intuitively implausible. If we do
not, then we have to add extra postulates to the theory to explain the similarities between killings and
self-killings and cannot, strictly speaking, account for asymmetric relations. Structural properties resolve
the conundrum: the whole consisting of Brutus and Caesar does have strictly speaking the same property
than Brutus – both things contain parts x and y such that x kills y.

It may be argued on general metaphysical grounds that relational complexes are individuated not just in
terms of their constituents, but that instead two such complexes may differ only in whether or not some or
more of its constituents are coordinated. There are thus two complexes of the form

( ) a kills a.

– one in which the two occurrences are coordinated (as in “Cato kills himself ”) and one in which they
are not (as in “Paderewski kills Paderewski”). Geach ( : , § ) is right that “…it is wrong to regard
“himself ” as turning a two-place into a one-place predicable by filling up one place; rather, a reflexive
pronoun fills up both places of the two-place predicable into which it is inserted, but itself has an incom-
pleteness tantamount to there being one empty place – an incompleteness that appears in grammar as the
need of the pronoun for an antecedent.” When such coordination (aka “strict” or “de iure coreference”)
is between the first argument place of the multiple relation of judgment and one of the others, as in “Sam
judges that he himself is in love” or “Mary judges that Sam thought that she herself was responsible”, the
‘content’ is anchored in the judger in a special way: the judgement is not just about oneself, but is also de
se.

Self-ascription of structural properties

Because it explains the phenomena invoking special structural properties, but not special kinds of facts, the
view sketched above is different from – and, I submit, more plausible than – other ‘subjectivist’ views, such
as the views discussed, but not endorsed, by Prior , and Fine , , Caspar Hare’s “Egocentric
Presentism” and Giovanni Merlo’s “Subjectivist View of the Mental”. While these views may (perhaps) be
motivated on other grounds, they clearly overshoot as diagnoses of the relatively humdrum and innocent
phenomenon described above.

‘Reflexive’ structural properties may be used to account quite generally for experiences that are said to have
a ‘sense of mineness’, to be experienced as one’s own (in normal cases – thought insertion, asomatagnosia
and depersonalisation are the pathological cases). It is often said that such experiences present the world
egocentrically, as self-related in some way. Correctness conditions for such experiences are hard to come
by, however: it is not clear how exactly the world has to be for my experience to represent it as it is. It is
therefore understandable (even if still wrong) that recent theorists have tried to isolate the sense of mineness
from the experience and have reified it into a separate – and, at least in principle, separable – aspect of it:
in addition to its qualitative character, it is said, my experience also has “for-me-ness” or “first-personal
givenness” (Zahavi : , , ), “subjectivity” (Levine : ) or “subjective character” (Kriegel

), i.e. the fact that there is something it is like at all for the subject.

Such an approach, popular as it is, risks conflating two important distinctions: between judgments and
experiences on the one, and between qualitative and attributional content on the other hand. The IEM
phenomenon, as characterised above, primarily concerns judgments: some self-attributions, it has been
noted, are not just attributions to someone who one happens to be. What is attributed is entirely left open
by this specification:



Kriegel ( ) has put forward a two-aspect theory of phenomenal character, according to which subjective
and qualitative character are “in some (admittedly problematic) sense […] aspects of a single property”,
bluish-for-me-ness being a determinate of for-me-ness ( : ). To the extent I understand the proposal, it
strikes me as problematic: by the familiar exclusion of determinates on the same level of grain, no property
could ever be experienced by more than one person.

While this may explain our privileged access to the experiences in question , it does not even address the
metaphysical problem, ie. the question in what such mineness consists. To the contrary: to conceptualise
the mineness as a separate aspect of my experience makes it more, not less mysterious how experiences
that possess (or are otherwise linked to it) are given to me in a special way.

It therefore seems preferable to take Husserl’s claim that temporal consciousness is self-presenting, that
“a self-appearance of the flow [of consciousness] necessarily exists in it” and “constitutes itself as a phe-
nomenon in itself ” (Husserl : ) , as a model for the sense of mineness, as is often done in the older
phenomenological tradition (cf. eg. Merleau-Ponty ( : ), Henry ( : )). Such talk of self-affection
and self-constitution does not, however, explain what it is that makes certain experiences, ie. mine, self-
presenting while others, ie. yours, do not also present themselves (to me, that is). The phenomenologists are
right that the way in which my experiences are mine does not take the form of a reflective self-perception,
nor of a thematic self-observation, nor does it involve any kind of self-objectification. Instead of a positive
theory, however, they just offer metaphors: it is very well to say that Dasein is characterised by Sich-Selbst-
Haben (Heidegger : ), that experiences have a certain Jemeinigkeit (Heidegger : §§ , ), that the
mode of being of consciousness is the pour-soi (Sartre : ), but Sich-Selbst-Haben, Jemeinigkeit and
pour-soi are themselves in need of explanation.

Reflexive structural properties may just provide us with one.
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